Open Source Support Engineering Intern

July 2014 – 104 King St., Suite 202 Madison, WI 53703

The Ionic Open Source team is looking for a bright intern with a Software Development or Computer Science background to come join the core team as a Support Engineering Intern.

As a Support Engineer, you'll be helping us manage the intense popularity of the project by triaging issues, building demos and learning materials, and building tools to make the development team more efficient. Some of the other responsibilities include:

- Managing interaction with the Ionic community on GitHub and the Forums
- Filing issues for new bugs in the framework
- Closing issues that are fixed or no longer valid
- Managing pull requests and community contributions

To fulfill this role, we are looking for someone with:

- Javascript development experience
- Comfort with HTML and CSS
- Git and GitHub experience
- One year commitment, approximately 20 hours per week

Of course, willingness to learn is always most important to us!

About Us

Drifty is a well-funded, Madison-based (with workers around the US) developer of the fast growing Ionic Framework, a suite of cross-platform mobile developer tools that is changing the way mobile apps get built.

Ionic is one of the top 90 most popular open source projects in the world, with over hundreds of thousands of developers. We are looking for more great developers to help us take over the world of mobile development!

To apply for this position, send us an email with your background, resume, or anything you want to show us: jobs@drifty.com. Thanks!